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put everything else in our
lives on hold to fight that
fight, including getting this
issue of The Horse’s Voice in
the mail to you in a timely
manner. Forgive us. Pages
two and four air more about
the court case.
Also in this issue: adoption
success stories, and the
selfless generosity of a 5
year old girl by the name of
Jenna that gave Nellie, one
of our rescue horses, her
first radiation treatment for
cancer and hope for a cure.
Most importantly, this issue
salutes our 2008 donors.
It’s your backing that gave
us the strength to fight the
winning fight in a court of
law for Mazy and for all of
our horses.

Our donors stretch from
coast to coast, covering
18 states and two countries. Eighty-one percent
have renewed their support annually for more
than 2 years, and most
consecutively for 5 or
more years.
CMVHR is also eligible for
matching gifts through
companies like General
Electric, Verizon, and
more. Special thanks to
our donors who double
their giving through these
programs.
Our donors, like you, inspire us every day. We
hope you are as proud of
our accomplishments as
we are appreciative of
your support.
Edward Mrozik
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D E F E N D I N G O U R C O N T R AC T I N C O U RT
In April 2008, we stood with tears streaming down our faces as Mazy was loaded
on to a trailer to go ―home.‖ The tears
were bittersweet: joy at having found
what we believed was a loving, permanent home for Mazy, and sadness for
having to let her go after caring for her
like our own for nearly 3 years. These are
not unfamiliar tears. We’ve shed them
at least 70 times in 6 years, for each
horse we’ve placed. Mazy’s length of stay
with us is also not uncommon because
we work hard to find the right home, not a
quick one. Despite our thorough screening process, we made the wrong choice in
an adoptive parent for Mazy.

Mazy, the day we repossessed her from her adopter.

Fortunately, as we do with all horses we place, we required that Mazy’s adopter sign an adoption
agreement. The contract outlines, among other things, the standard of care required for our horses,
and it gives us the right to take the horse back if the adopter is no longer able to care for the horse, or
if we determine that the horse is not being cared for properly. By signing the contract, adopters grant
us permission to access their property to retrieve the horse if we make that determination. For the
first time in 6 years, on September 16, 2008, we had to exercise our legal right under our adoption
agreement to repossess a horse – Mazy -- because she was not being cared for properly. We were
heartbroken and angry that we made a mistake and let Mazy down, but grateful that a signed contract
was in place to protect her, and us.
In February 2009, Mazy’s adopter sued us. First, she tried to have us arrested for stealing Mazy, but
was thwarted by the State Police, who told her they could not assist her because a signed contract was
in place. She then took the matter to civil court where she claimed $3,000 in damages for expenses
related to Mazy’s care while Mazy was in her custody. If she had won, we would have had to close our
doors because it would have meant that people could adopt horses from us, use them for some period
of time, return them to us, and sue us for the costs they incurred while they had them. That’s not our
mission. Saving horses is. Ours was also a precedent setting case in our local jurisdiction because
had our contract not been upheld in a court of law, all other local businesses that rely on contracts to
do business would have been at risk.
To avoid using much-needed donations at a critical time in a tough economic climate, we represented
ourselves in court. Due to the importance of this case for us and our local community, we contacted
friends, volunteers, adoptive parents, and supporters to seek advice and help. We were heartened by
the outpouring of support and willingness of so many to appear in court with us, or to write letters to
the judge on our behalf.
continued on page 4…………...

W I TH DEEPEST GR ATI TU DE TO OUR 2008 S UP P O RT ERS
Anonymous (1) - NY *
Corinne Adams—NY *
Doug and Maggie Alitz—NY *
American Charities Bureau *
Spencer and Sandra Baldwin—NY*
Allen and Gail Barcombe—NY
Joan and Howard Barker—FL & NY
Patricia and Lawrence Bashaw—NY *
Robert and Debra Bishop—NY
Julie and Tom Bisselle—NY *
Bill and Elsa Boyce—NY *
Richard and Christine Brewer –MO *
Karen and Richard Brinkmann—NY *
Chester and Mary Broman—NY *
Bruce and Karen Butters—NY
Jerry and Candi Cameron—NY *
Sandra Carpenter—NY *
Michael T. Carr—NY
Christine and Bill Casey—NY *
Diana Chapman—Ontario, Canada
Shari and Terry Chase—NY *
Michael and Marilyn Coffey—NY *
June Compton—NY *
Elise Ann Coren—FL *
Christine Costa—NY *
Dream Catcher Farms– NY *
Lynn and John Costa—NY *
Dream Catcher Farms– NY *
Carl Davis– NY *
Scott and Diane Davis—IL *
Frank and Kathleen Depetrillo—RI *
Beth Dixon—NY *
Katherine Dollinger —NY *
Matt Donahue and Angela Price—NY *
Katherine Donis— NY
Diana Draheim—MA *
Paul Duggan and Alice Fitch– VA *
Al Dybas and Lisa Schroeder—NY
Marguerite Eisinger—NY
Melissa and Dominic Eisinger—NY *
James Esper—MA
Rachael Falis—NY *
Fiona Farrell and Kevin Higgins—NY *
Frank and Peggy Fee—NC
Deb and John Feeley—NY *
Lani Fenimore—NY *
Fifth Element Association, Inc.—VT
Carole Filomio—NY *
Sheri Folmsbee—NY *
Karen, Wallace and Brooke Foster—NY *
Kathleen Freeman—FL
Joni Friedman and Andrew Torgove—NY *
Kathy and Willard Gamble—NY
Jillian Garone—NY *
General Electric Matching Gifts *
Leigh and Brent Gillam—NY
Becca and Michael Gillett—NY
Jim Glaser—NY
Melissa and Rick Godin—NY
Janice and Dale Goodchild—ME
Kelly Gough—NY
Jeanie Grignon—NY *
Sue and George Grimes—FL
Lynn Grivakes—NY *

Liz Haigh and John Knoblock—UT *
Tina and Michael Hance—NY
Irene Harbison—NY *
Stu Harmon—NY *
Barbara Harper-Hoffman—NY *
Keith and Paula Harrison—MA *
Keith and Debra Hayden—MA *
Nancy Hayes—NY *
Kimberly and Jeffrey Hilliker—NY
Michele and Mark Hochhauser—CO *
Susan Howe—CO
Anne B. Hutchins—CT *
Frisky Irwin—NY *
Louann Jaquish—NY *
Dick Johnson—NY *
Peter and Darcy Jones—NY
Wendy and Larry Joy-Hayes—NY *
Thomas and Lisa Judd—ME
Jonathan Kaledin and Christine Horigan—NY *
Susan Kastan—TN *
Kristine and Michael Kaye—NY *
Peggy Kendler—CT *
Herbert Kimsey—MA *
Ed and Lois Konikowski—FL & NY
Leah Konikowkis—NJ
Richard and Brenda Kuzmiak—NY *
Hilary Larosa—NY *
Alice Lauyer—NJ *
Ernie and Karen LaVine—NY *
Anthony and Mary LeBlanc—NY *
Andrew and Susan Lee—NY *
Donna Lord—CT *
Gail Lounge—MA *
Doug and Sarah Luke—NY *
Gerald and Verna Lynn—NY *
Penelope and Dave Mace—NY *
Donald and Sally Mack—NY *
Kristina Macyowskie—NY *
Greg Mairs and Robert Perry—VT *
Nadine McLaughlin—NY *
Graphics North—NY *
Jean and Terry McMahon—NY *
Barbara and Gary McNamara—NY
Michael McSweeney—NY *
Sarah and Bob Moench—CO
Sally Morehouse—NY *
Angela and Mark Motler– NY
Eddie Mrozik and Nancy Van Wie—NY *
Debbie Mull—NY *
Sandy and Matt Murphy—NY *
Sandy Owen and Louis Polese—NY *
Peter and Patty Paine—NY *
Edward Parma—NY *
Brian Payne—NY *
Pat and Sven Peterson—NY *
Anne and Roderick Phinney—NY *
Harry Pinand—NY *
Morris Tool and Machine Company—NY *
Christopher Plock—NY
Mary-Alice Pomputius and Walter Smith—WA *
Katherine Preston and John Bingham—NY *
Carl and Jean Preuss—CT *
Meredith Prime—NY
Slawomir and Aldon Przybysz—NY

*DONORS WHO’VE CONTRIBUTED ANNUALLY 2-6 YEARS

Pumpkin Hill Foundation—OH *
Ronald Ranc—NY *
Mary Randall and Maryann Sauro—NY *
Kathryn and William Reinhart—NY
Georgina and Mark Rivers—NY
Suzanne Roberson—NY
Stacy and Mark Robinson—NY *
Moreen and Randy Roy—NY
Gloria Rubendunst—RI *
Joan and Edward Sackman—NY *
Saint-Gobain Corporation Foundation—PA
Matthew and Lynn Schuette—NY
William Smith and Suzanne Benedict—NY *
Dr. Betty Spence—NY *
Roland and Nina Stearns—FL *
Jamie and Ben Strader—NY *
Janice and Joseph Strang—NY *
Patrick and Cynthia Summo—NY
Nancy and Mike Tracy—NY *
Libby and Sandy Treadwell—NY *
Diana Urban—CT
Nicole and Brett Van Zandt—NY
Verizon Foundation *
Jean Vetter—NY *
Dayton and Sarah Wakefield—VT *
Dee Wallace—NY *
Kirby Webster—VA
Charlene Wedwaldt—VT
Charlie and Carole West—NY *
Woody and Elise Widlund—NY
Sarah and Richmond Wight—NJ *
Patricia Wilber—NY *
James and Barbara Wilson—NY *
Robert and Janice Wilson—NY *
Heather Zarcone—FL *
David and Katherine Zientko—NY *

GIFTS IN HONOR OF:
Marcye Britt
Cody & Esprit
Frances Eisinger
Melissa Eisinger
Frances, Melissa and Dominic Eisinger
Deb Feeley
Hannah Moench
Anja Morgan
Pelham, King of Horses
Pat and Sven Peterson
Merrill Pine’s birthday
Leah Shuette
Isabel Torgove’s 12th birthday

GIFTS IN MEMORY OF:
Cassidy and Dance
Doris Fee
Victor B. Gay
Andy and Stella Haigh
Ricky Harper
Richard W. Kull
Samantha Perreault
Kathleen Roemischer
C. Lawrence West
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M O R E A BO U T M A ZY. . .

( C O N T . F R O M PA G E 2 )

Diana Urban (photo), CT State Representative and
National Coach for the United States Pony Club who
adopted Cabbie from us, wrote these words to the
judge in support of our case; ―I found (Eddie’s and
Nancy’s) farm to be managed totally professionally
but also with an atmosphere that only love and caring can bring. They were careful to ask me what I
intended to do with Cabbie, how I would approach
his training, what would his stabling and turn out be
like, who was my vet, my farrier, etc. In other words
they took great care to interview and ascertain the
appropriateness of my facility and my experience
with horses.
They also required that I sign a contract giving them
the option to repossess Cabbie if I didn’t follow
through with what I had outlined for his care and
training. I appreciated that this was necessary as
no matter how well you screen people there is always a chance that someone gets through the process who is, in fact, not the best adopter. With this
signed contract it makes it possible for Nancy and
Eddie to take a horse back who is not being treated
properly.
Rescuing horses is not an easy task and it is, in
fact, an act of love and kindness; it is not by any
means a profit making enterprise! I understand
that Nancy and Eddie had to repossess a horse
that was not being treated properly and that the
adopter is now suing them. In my mind, this is the
quintessential frivolous law suit and should be
treated as such.

Diana Urban, CT State Representative with Cabbie
(Humane Society of the US Legislator of the Year)

We are just now catching up on the life we put on
hold. Forgive us for the tardiness of this issue of
The Horse’s Voice and our salute to our 2008 donors who gave us the strength to fight that fight.
The delay in our communication and the public
recognition of these wonderful gifts in no way diminishes the depth of our gratitude and appreciation for them, or for you, the backbone of our
I have the greatest admiration and respect for them work, everyday.
and their often thankless mission to rescue horses
and that is why I am writing this letter to you.‖
INSPIRATIONAL WORDS
Every day, we fight hard for our horses. This was
one of the toughest fights yet. After more than two
months of preparation, two separate court appearances to present our case, and intense mental and
emotional anguish, we won.

Horse sense is the thing a horse has which keeps
it from betting on people.
W.C. Fields
God forbid that I should go to any heaven in
which there are no horses.
R. Graham
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ATTICUS, SCOOTER AND
T-BONE CHECK-IN
Dear Eddie and Nancy,
I hope you are both doing well.

Hi Ed and Nancy,

I am happy winter looks to be finally over. The
horses are looking forward to being out on grass
and in the warm sun. I finally got a few pictures
together for you to see both of the boys. T-Bone is
doing really well. He is as sweet as ever. Now that
his door to his stall can stay open he is back to
watching the TV set in the house. He loves to
watch TV. Scooter (below) is my wild man. He
would rather do barn chores than go riding. I think
I did mention he liked to sweep and pick up after
me. I was struggling to pick up a heavy muck
bucket that I was using to clean his stall. He
came over and lifted one side of the bucket by
the rope handle and carried it to the wheel barrow and dropped it in for me. Also, in one of the
pictures he has a stick in his mouth. He was
watching me cleaning and picking up branches in
his winter paddock, he started to help and
brought me branches from the other side. I was
really happy to catch the photo. He is absolutely
the most helpful horse I know.

Just wanted to let you know that Atticus (above
right) is still doing great. I have waited to email you
because I've wanted to send you pictures. Unfortunately, Atticus doesn't seem to like to have his picture taken, and never holds still. As soon as I can
sneak in better pictures of him, I'll send you some.
I have never seen a horse as happy and welladjusted as Atticus is now. He and Zephyr are inseparable and have at least one daily running,
bucking, goofy horse contest. Atticus does this incredible "dance" that I've never seen another horse
do. We could watch him for hours, and sometimes
we do. It's an amazing feeling to play with this
horse who shows absolutely no fear or hesitation.
When we first met Atty, it took all 4 of us almost an
hour to catch him, now he comes to us. He has no
qualms about setting his head on your shoulder
and letting you brush him to sleep. He is truly a joy We hope to get up there soon to visit.
and has brought so much to our farm. It's hard to
remember him not being here.
Love Chris
Well, thank you again for giving us that missing
piece that was Atticus. We didn't know what we
were missing until he came here, and now, things
just somehow feel "right" if you know what I mean whole. Gary's experience working with Atty and
learning to understand him have changed him so
much for the better. He's a calmer person now.
Atticus has shown him how to live for the day and
enjoy every moment, because that's what Atty
does. You can tell just by watching that he knows
that he's home.
Thanks so much, Tracey Mehan & Gary Brewer

CRANE MOUNTAIN
VALLEY HORSE
RESCUE, INC.

JENNA GIVES NELLIE HOPE
Meet Jenna (left) and Nellie (right).
In the basket Jenna holds are some
apples, an envelope filled with cash,
and hope for a cure for cancer for
Nellie.

7556 NYS Route 9N
Westport, New York 12993
Phone: 518-962-8512
Email: horses@cmvhr.org
www.cmvhr.org

With the encouragement and backing of her mom and dad, Jenna
asked for donations to Crane Mountain Valley Horse Rescue for her 5th
birthday, in lieu of gifts for herself.

“Crane Mountain
Valley Horse Rescue,
Inc. is dedicated to
equine rescue and
rehabilitation and to
restoring horsemanship,
the heritage and humane
treatment of the horse.”
Contribute with Confidence
94 cents of your tax-deductible
donation goes directly to the
care of the animals
A copy of the latest Financial
Report and Registration filed by
this organization may be
obtained by contacting us at
the above address and phone
or by contacting the Office of
the Attorney General,
Department of Law, Charities
Bureau, 120 Broadway, New
York, NY 10271.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Edward Mrozik, Jr.—President
Nancy Van Wie—Vice President
Susan Kastan—Secretary
Kathy Hall—Trustee

Jenna raised $275, the amount
Nellie needed to start radiation treatments for squamous cell carcinoma,
or skin cancer. The hope is that the
treatments will shrink a tumor on
Nellie’s eyelid so we don’t have to
remove her left eye.
The mask Nellie is wearing protects her eyes not only from pesky flies, but
from ultraviolet rays from the sun, a likely cause of her skin cancer along
with a white face and blue eye on that side — fair skin and lighter pigment.
Nellie will wear her mask like sunglasses for the rest of her life to help prevent recurrence of the cancer. She actually enjoys wearing it and helps us
put it on. We suspect that her blue eye is sensitive to bright light and the
mask brings comfort.
We are always inspired
by children who give up
materials things for
themselves to help the
horses, and by the parents who encourage
them, like Jenna and
her mom and dad.
Thanks to Jenna’s selfless generosity, Nellie
has hope of beating
cancer and keeping her
eye. She’s had three
treatments so far and
the tumor is shrinking.

Jenna and Nellie. This means ―thank you‖ in horse
speak. It is said that a photo is worth 1000 words.
This one is.

